[Digital photography and blurred image processing of retinal nerve fiber layer in glaucoma].
Red-free photographs are effective in detecting retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL). The reasons why it is not used by most clinics are difficulty in laborious developing and blurred image evaluating. To account for getting real-time image and blurred image evaluating, the digital photography and computerized image processing are used. RNFL photographs were taken by Nikon Fundus Camera connected with a high resolution digital camera (Kodak) and a green filter. As usual it is necessary to see the texture of RNFL in evaluating its image, but blurred images due to media opacities greatly lose their resolution. The way we used no focus on seeing the texture of RNFL, but on evaluating the distribution pattern of RNFL. RNFL images have more white reflex in temporal superior, temporal inferior, nasal superior and nasal inferior sections around optic disc according to the thickness of RNFL. Threshold segmentation was used, we shift a threshold bar to the position until the nasal or temporal section around optic disc is black with the software Photoshop. In the normal RNFL image, the white reflex was of butterfly pattern, i.e., the temporal superior and temporal inferior sections around optic disc were white. In cases with glaucoma, the characteristic of early damage of optic nerve was the loss of RNFL at the temporal superior and temporal inferior part of the retina, thus the normal butterfly pattern was changed, the temporal superior or/and temporal inferior sections were black. With this method it is more effective to evaluate RNFL. However, in cases with retinal pigment epithelium faint in color and in cases with choroidal defect, it is still difficult to evaluate the distribution of RNFL. It is an easy and effective way to detect glaucomatous damage with the digital photography and RNFL pattern evaluation.